
 

Lawsuit Launched to Protect Sea Turtles from 
Drowning in Shrimp Fishing Nets  

 
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA— Sea Turtle Conservancy, Center for Biological Diversity and 
other conservation groups notified the National Marine Fisheries Service in February of their 
intent to sue over the agency’s failure to complete a long-overdue analysis of the impacts of 
shrimp trawling on threatened and endangered sea turtles in the Gulf of Mexico and U.S. 
Southeast Atlantic Ocean. Shrimp trawlers operating in the southeast United States capture and 
kill over 53,000 threatened and endangered sea turtles each year. 
 
This new legal action comes just two years after the conservation groups settled another lawsuit, 
one that sought to address more than 3,500 sea turtles that stranded dead or injured on beaches in 
the same areas in 2011. The Fisheries Service linked many of those sea turtle deaths and injuries 
to capture in shrimp fishing nets. Conservation groups settled the litigation with the Fisheries 
Service, which promised to propose a new rule to help protect sea turtles. Instead of 
implementing the rule, the Fisheries Service withdrew it.  
 
Since then, the agency has failed to complete a revised analysis of the impacts of shrimp trawling 
on sea turtles, even after acknowledging previous analyses were inadequate and did not account 
for poor compliance with existing regulations. 
 
“We had high hopes that we were moving toward a solution for sea turtles, but once again the 
Fisheries Service has failed to actually implement the protective measures,” said Jaclyn Lopez, 
an attorney at the Center for Biological Diversity. “The agency has gotten into a disturbing habit 
of initiating protections and then stalling them. Every day protections are delayed is another day 
that these sea turtles face the very real risk of drowning in shrimp nets.” 
 
“Turtle excluder devices,” known as TEDs, prevent 
turtles from drowning in nets, but limited use and lax 
enforcement have led to thousands of sea turtle deaths. 
Making matters worse, shallow-water shrimp vessels 
using skimmer trawls are permitted to simply self-
enforce time limits on their tows in water instead of using 
TEDs. Enforcement records have shown that only 35 
percent actually comply with these regulations. There is 
also mounting evidence from federal fishery observers 
suggesting that even when these restrictions are followed, 
skimmers drown turtles. Shrimp trawling is one of the most significant threats facing sea turtles 
in U.S. coastal waters. 
 
“Shrimp trawls kill more sea turtles than all other sources of mortality in U.S. waters combined,” 
said Marydele Donnelly, Sea Turtle Conservancy’s director of international policy. “Nations that 
export shrimp to the United States are required to protect sea turtles from drowning in their nets, 
but the U.S. fleet cannot meet these standards right now.” 



 
The Endangered Species Act requires the Fisheries Service to ensure that its actions do not 
jeopardize the continued existence of endangered species. Today’s notice aims to ensure the 
agency’s compliance with this law in carrying out its mandate to protect sea turtles and seeks to 
establish protective measures for them. 
 
“These fisheries should not be permitted to operate without any protective measures in place,” 
said Amanda Keledjian, marine scientist at Oceana. 
 
Conservation groups filing today’s notice include the Center for Biological Diversity, Turtle 
Island Restoration Network, Sea Turtle Conservancy and Oceana. 
 
Read the Notice of Intent to Sue for Violations of the Endangered Species Act Related to the 
Management of the Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Shrimp Trawl Fisheries 
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For More Information, contact: 
 
Marydele Donnelly, Sea Turtle Conservancy, (410) 750-1561, marydele@conserveturtles.org 
Jaclyn Lopez, Center for Biological Diversity, (727) 490-9190, jlopez@biologicaldiversity.org   
Teri Shore, Turtle Island Restoration Network, (415) 663-8590, tshore@tirn.net 
Amanda Keledjian, Oceana, (202) 467-1918, akeledjian@oceana.org 
 

http://conserveturtles.org/turtleblog/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Shimp-Trawl-Lawsuit-Document.pdf

